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Objectives

Determine some of the conditions that exist 
when the majority of sediment (TSS) and 
phosphorus (TP) loadings occur

Identify factors that influence sediment and 
phosphorus runoff

Statistically determine which factors can be 
used by managers and modelers to improve 
predictions and ultimately improve 
watershed protection plans



Sediment and Phosphorus Runoff

Many factors influence runoff generation

Watershed characteristics:
slope
land use
soil type

Rainfall properties:
amount
intensity
duration
antecedent precipitation

Seasonality:
rainfall vs. melt
frozen vs. unfrozen ground
vegetative growth



BMP Implementation

Effective under what conditions?



Study Design

8 agricultural sites from a long term 
USGS/WDNR study

4 – 10 years of loading data per site

Events defined using daily loading values

• 3,283 events

Event characteristics were explored to 
determine major factors that drive loading

• Exploratory analysis
• Multivariate statistical analysis

Rainfall and snowmelt events were analyzed 
separately

Individual watersheds analysis

Group analysis



Exploratory Analysis



Both types of events are important 
contributors to annual loadings

Number of watersheds

TSS TP

Greater loads 
from rainfall 5 3

Greater loads 
from melt 2 2

Similar 
loadings 1 3

Seasonality:
Contributions from rain vs. melt



Influential events:
Contributions from the largest 

10% events

TSS

73% to 97% of the total loading came from 
the largest 10%of events

TP

65% to 88% of the total loading came from 
the largest 10%of events

Number
Events

TSS TP

Eagle 429 89% 84%
Joos Valley 473 93% 88%
Otter 424 73% 65%
Brewery 670 90% 86%
Garfoot 527 74% 68%
Kuenster 218 94% 82%
Rattlesnake 170 93% 82%
Bower 373 97% 83%

Percent of total
loading 

Few events account for most of the loading



Influential events: Cumulative ranking of events
TSS TP

Only a few events accounted for the 
majority of the annual loading for TSS 

and TP.



Statistical analysis:
Multivariate regression



Multivariate linear regression approach

28 predictor variables

Stepwise regression screened variables to assess which had the greatest 
value in explaining variability in TSS and TP

- at each step one variable was added or removed
- addition or removal did the most to improve the model fit (using BIC*)
- if no such variable was found, the selection was considered complete

Selected variables were ordered by their relationship to R2

Used the statistical package R

*Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)

Statistical analysis: Methods



Predictors



Rainfall
Individual models

Two variables proved to be most valuable in describing TSS and TP loadings:
Rainfall depth and Antecedent baseflow

Model fit was good when only these two variables were used:
R2 for prec and abase only: > 0.67 (TSS) > 0.61 (TP)

Only incremental improvements by including additional variables:
R2 increase: ≤ 0.03 (TSS) ≤ 0.07 (TP)

Rainfall: Modeling results



Rainfall
Combined models

The same first two predictors were selected as with the individual models 
rainfall depth and antecedent baseflow

The R2 for TSS and TP were 0.66 and 0.59

Only improved incrementally by use of additional variables

Rainfall: Modeling results



Loadings for varying rainfall and antecedent baseflow conditions

TSS TP



Loadings for varying rainfall and antecedent baseflow conditions

TSS TP



Snowmelt: Modeling results

Snowmelt

Selected variables for TSS similar TP loadings

Selected variables differed from watershed to watershed
Common variables were not always selected in the same order

Models for snowmelt did not fit the data as well as those for rainfall events
R2 values between 0.19 and 0.87



Snowmelt

Common factors were found:

- A measure of water volume added to the watershed (snowmelt or a summation of rainfall 
and snowmelt) 

- An air temperature value that indicated potential for snowmelt

Snowmelt: Modeling results



Snowmelt

Common factors were found:

- A measure of water volume added to the watershed (snowmelt or a summation of rainfall 
and snowmelt) 

- An air temperature value that indicated potential for snowmelt

Antecedent baseflow was often identified as an important variable in the individual watershed 
models as well as the combined watershed models

Snowmelt: Modeling results



Snowmelt

Obtaining high quality data for all data elements in the snow-influenced data set for this 
research was a substantial challenge. 

The regression models for snowmelt events had statistically significant coefficients, indicating 
that valuable correlations exist between the selected variables and TSS and TP loadings 
during snowmelt periods.

Snowmelt: Modeling results



Three main conclusions can be drawn 
from this study:

First, both rain and snowmelt events are 
influential contributors of TSS and TP 
loading. 

Implications:
Rain and melt events are important to 
target in watershed management 
scenarios

Conclusions



Three main results from this study:

Secondly, large loading events, regardless 
of cause, account for a disproportionately 
large amount of the annual TSS and TP 
loading.

Implications:
Reduction of loading in watersheds would 
require management designs for larger 
events. 

Conclusions



Three main results from this study:

Lastly, rainfall amount and antecedent 
baseflow are consistently found to be 
highly  influential factors in determining 
the amount of TSS and TP. 

Implications:
Both of these variables are measures of 
moisture content in the watershed that are
easily monitored or estimated.

It would be a substantial challenge to 
obtain representative soil moisture values 
for watersheds of this size let alone 
measurements of soil moisture that would 
be transferrable across watersheds in a 
combined watershed modeling scenario 
such as this.

Conclusions
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